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QUESTION 1

You have a client\\'s customer database with 500,000 entries from the past 5 years. 

Here is the list of information you have for each entry: 

-Email 

-Phone Number 

-Age 

-Value 

-Currency 

-Customer Lifetime Value 

The client wants you to build a lookalike audience based on customers who have profited the most during a specific
timeframe. Customers usually stay with your client for 2 years. 

What data do you need from the entries, and what type of audience would you build for this exercise? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. You would need the email, phone number, and value. With this information, you could build a value-based lookalike
audience. 

B. You would need the email, age, and customer lifetime value. With this information, you could build a value-based
lookalike audience optimized for reach. 

C. You would need the email, age, and customer lifetime value. With this information, you could upload a custom
audience and market to them. 

D. You should upload all of the information from customers. You can then build a custom audience with the entire
database. With this database then build a similar audience to target the most profitable customers. 

E. You first need to segment the database based on the Customer Lifetime Value. With this data segmented, you
should then build a custom audience and then use this as a seed audience to build a similar one optimized for
similarity. 

Correct Answer: E 

Every time you use databases, you need to make sure you segment your database first, depending on the 

requirements. In this case, you need to find the customers with the best lifetime value. 

You DON\\'T want to upload all of the databases, as you won\\'t be able to segment on Facebook. 

Once you\\'ve segmented the database, you should proceed to upload the database to build a custom 

audience. 

This should allow you to use this audience as a seed audience . Because you\\'ve already segmented the 
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database; you know that these are the users with the highest LTV. 

You then use this to build a similar audience optimized for similarity, as you are trying to reach potential 

new customers that have the most similarity with your client\\'s customer base. 

 

QUESTION 2

You are measuring the campaign effects for: the Store campaigns and offline events metrics. 

What metrics should you measure for the Store Visit campaigns? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Reach 

B. Impression 

C. CPM 

D. CPC 

E. Revenue per user 

F. Avg. Order Per User 

Correct Answer: ABCEF 

Since you are doing in-store campaigns, you want to measure the effectiveness of your Facebook ads through two
means: 

Actual performances on the ads themselves based on reach, impressions, and CPM. Keep in mind that you don\\'t want
to measure CPC, as you will be measuring performance through offline events. Performance on ads through offline
events: revenue per user and average order value per user. For these types of campaigns, you want to make sure you
measure your campaigns in two stages. The first will allow you to understand better how much you have to spend to
reach a specific audience. The second will allow you to better understand the "direct response" performance on the ads
based on actual sales data. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are launching mobile reactivation campaign to re-market users who have installed the app before. 

Below is the information for the campaign your social media manager just launched: 

Targeting: Core Audiences 

Ad Units: Link ads in News Feeds 

Bid Types: CPM 

Measurement: Conversion pixel 

How do you fix the campaign? 
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Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Change audiences to custom audiences. 

B. Change the bidding type to CPA instead of CPM. 

C. Use Facebook SDK to measure conversions. 

D. Add conversion lift tests to measure campaign results. 

E. Use more core audiences to increase results. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

If you are running campaigns to re-active users who have downloaded a mobile application, the only way 

to measure results is through Facebook\\'s SDK. The conversion pixel is used for websites. 

You want to use CPM for brand awareness campaigns.For direct response campaigns, you want to use 

CPA or optimize for conversions, as you are interested in getting people to use the app. 

You also want to market users who HAVE downloaded the app. To build this audience, you need a custom 

audience. Core audiences are for reaching out to new markets. 

 

QUESTION 4

You\\'ve launched a campaign with the following characteristics: 

You are targeting two different audiences: a core audience and a lookalike based on your customer 

database 

The campaign is running two ad sets 

You are optimizing for CPM 

The campaign is running two different images with text that covers less than 20% of image size 

After two weeks you realize that the CPM in Instagram are considerably higher on both ad sets than 

Facebook; however, only 20% of the budget was spent on Instagram. You want to gauge better Instagram 

performance and true CPM. 

How do you optimize your campaign to achieve this goal? 

Select two that apply. 

A. You should create a third ad set with a lookalike audience. 

B. You should turn off Facebook placement from one ad set. 

C. You turn off Facebook placement from both ad sets. 
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D. You should turn off Instagram placement from both ad sets. 

E. You should create two new ad sets with Instagram as the only placement. 

F. You should join audiences into one ad set and run a new campaign with Instagram. 

G. You should switch your optimization from CPM to video views. 

Correct Answer: DE  

 

QUESTION 5

You are planning on running a brand lift study for your client, what are some of the metrics you can measure through the
study? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Percentage point lift, message association, and cost per click. 

B. Percentage point lift, message association, favorability, and cost per click. 

C. Percentage point lift, cost per estimated incremental person who remembers your ads, and estimated incremental
number of people who remember the ad. 

D. Cost per click, cost per mile, percentage point lift, and video views. 

Correct Answer: C 

All brand lift studies will receive the following metrics by comparing the test (exposed) versus control 

groups: 

Estimated # of persons - is the estimated incremental number of people who remembered seeing your ad. 

Cost per incremental person - people who remembered seeing your ad (based on your budget). 

Percentage point lift - which is the difference in the percent of people who recall seeing your ad in the 

exposed group versus those in the control group. 

All of these metrics will also be available for message association, favorability, and purchase intent. 

Below is an example: 
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